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SUMMARY

Calibration and instrumented component testing were accom-
plished to provide reliable, accurate instrumentation for the
measurement of rotor airloads, blade bending moments, rotor
shaft loads, fuselage response, and control system loads on a
large tandem rotor helicopter. All transducers and instru-
mented components were initially calibrated in routine single-
load tests. Rotor shaft load and blade bending calibrations
also included combined-loads tests to determine interaction
coefficients, utilizing automated data acquisition and
rigorous data analysis. Blade tension instrumentation was
also calibrated by whirl testing.

The use of combined-loads calibrations is believed to be an
extension of the state of the art, especially for elastic
structures such as rotor blades. Therefore, the differences
between the results obtained by the routine calibration pro-
cedures and the combined-loads procedures are presented and
discussed. For example, rotor shaft lift, shear, and bending
(but not torque) have significant interactions which must be
accounted for in data reduction; the same is true of rotor
blade chordwise bending and flapwise bending (but not tension
or torsion). A summary of the quality of these calibrations is
presented, showing mazimum hysteresis and deviation errors and
including calibration load application and instrumentation
accuracies. Generally, the error in these calibrations is less
than 3 percent.

Component testing consisted of whirl tests and dynamic response
tests of the rotor blades, and functional testing of the air-
loads pressure transducers. Whirl tenting was performed to
ensure the structural integrity of the rotor blade instrumenta-
tion, to provide a calibration of the radial tension gages,
and to adjust the blade balance weights for blade tracking.
Dvnamic response tests of the rotor blades were conducted to
provide a reference for isolating blade bending effects in the
final airloads data. Airloads pressure transducer functional
tests were performed to check the repeatability of the calibra-
tions and to determine the interactions of acceleration and
temperature. The fuselage vibration accelerometers were also
tested for dynamic response.
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FOREWORD

This report presents the rationale, the procedures, and the
results of component tests and calibrations performed in sup-
port of the measurement of dynamic airloads on a tandem rotor
helicopter as executed under Contract DA 44-177-AMC-124(T).
Explanations as to why the instrumentation was provided, how
it was flight-tested, and the results obtained are provided in
the other volumes of this report. These volumes are as
follows:

Volume I, Instrumentation and In-Flight Recording
System

Volume III, Data Processing and Analysis System

Volume IV, Summary and Evaluation of Results

The findings of this project are also discussed in references
2 and 4; and tabular data summaries, references 1 and 5, are
available. An extension to this program to obtain data under
extreme operating conditions for subsequent analysis will pro-
duce an additional tabular data summary and a fifth volume of
this report, as follows:

Volume V, Investigation of Blade Stall Conditions

This project was conducted under the technical cognizance of
William T. Alexander, Jr., of the Aeromechanics Division of
USAAVLABS. The authors of this report are William J. Grant
and Richard R. Pruyn (Boeing-Vertol Project Engineer), of the
Dynamic Airloads Project Group of the Rotor Dynamic Stability
Unit, Structures Technology Staff. The analyses discussed in
this report were prepared by Walter S. Koroljow, and were re-
duced to practice and expanded by Alfred B. Meyer. Other
Boeing-Vertol personnel who contributed significantly to this
phase of the contract were E. Haren, M. Leone, D. McKenzie,
J. Zimmartore, and V. Nielsen. This portion of the program
was conducted during the period of May 1965 through June 1966.
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SYMBOLS

akn kth value of n-type primary calibration coefficient

CF centrifugal force, pounds

E fractional error

g acceleration of gravity, 32.2 feet per second per
second

gnp nth type gage reading with pth type calibration
load applied

k integer denoting type of load

KQ thousands of ohms, resistance

n integer denoting type of gage or gage reading

p integer denoting specific test point in calibration

r blade spanwise distance from shaft centerline, inches

r correlation coefficientk

R blade tip span, 354.6 inches

Rcal resistance calibration

S total number of tests

Sz  standard deviation from the arithmetic mean of the load

Szg standard error of estimate, Zest or gnp

Zi arithmetic mean value of Zkp

th
Zest p value of Zkp predicted from the calibration

equation

7kp  pth value of kth type load

o(B) rotor blade static mass moment with respect to center
of rotation, lb-sec
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INTRODUCTION

The supporting tests performed for the Dynamic Airloads Program
included various component tests and an extensive instrumenta-
tion calibration program. Component tests were conducted to
establish the structural integrity of the rotor blade instru-
mentation installation, the dynamic characteristics of the
instrumented blade, and the frequency-response characteristics
of the fuselage accelerometers. The eff-cts of temperature on
the output of the pressure transducers were also determined,
since past experience has shown i-hat the linearity and zero ref-
erence of these transducers were affected by changes in temper-
ature.

The calibrations performed were of the following basic types:

1. Routine single loadings
2. Combined loads on a simple, low-strain sensitivity

structure (rotor shafts)
3. Combined loads on an elastic structure (rotor blades)

The routine single-loading tests are delineated, summarized,
and evaluated in this report, but are not of themselves of par-
ticular technical interest. The combined-loads calibrations
are believed to be an advance of the state of the art, at least
for helicopter instrumentation. Very little had been done in
the past to establish and isolate the effects of load inter-
actions on strain-gaged rotor system components. These rotor
system components characteristically resist large loads in one
direction which are of secondary interest (such as blade ten-
sion and shaft lift); at the same time, these components resist
the relatively small loads which are to be measured (blade flap
bending, rotor shaft shear, etc.). It was known from past ex-
perience that the load interaction coefficients could be sizable
and that proper compensation for these coefficients was diffi-
cult. Calibrations were therefore performed based on the follow-
ing concepts:

1. Provide well-defined requirements and establish common
notation, reference axes, and positive value direction.

2. Use automated data acquisition for the highly instru-
mented rotor blades so that the mistakes inherent in
recording such a large volume of data would be consis-
tent and therefore correctable.

3. Apply all calibration forces from fixed points and use

1



the computer to correct for deflections and to resolve
the loads into a convenient structure reference.

In addition to the interaction analyses, all primary coefficient
data were evaluated by performing a least-squares fit of a
linear or quadratic function, depending on which function pro-
duced the least error. This approach was also used in evalu-
ating the single-valued input and output data for the less
complex strain-gaged components, such as the control links, as
well as the basic calibration data for the pressure transducers.
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DESCRIPTION OF TEST ITEMS

ROTOR BLADES

One forward and one aft rotor blade were manufactured from
standard CH-47A blade components, with modifications as re-
quired to provide the instrumentation illustrated in Figure 1.
The components used were selected for minimum weight so that
the instrumented blades could be balanced with the standard
blades. The external modifications to the blades are typified
by the transducer installation at the 55-percent span shown in
Figure 2. An adhesive sleeve was provided which enclosed all
external wiring and provided recesses for the pressure trans-
ducers. This sleeve was approximately 7 inches wide and
was 0.080 inch thick at its center, tapering to a !eatheredge
at both sides except aft of the midchord. Behind the midchord
of the blade, the fairing sleeve was removed from the inboard
side of the pressure transducers, so that a chamfered edge
approximately 0.75 inch wide and 0.080 inch high was located
approximately 1 inch from the transducers. This prominent
spanwise ramp was required to provide an adequate chordwise
balance of the blade; it should not have caused any greater
obstruction to radial boundary-layer flow than the same height
with a featheredge. Thus the addition of the fairing sleeves
is believed to have caused little change in the basic 0012
airfoil section of the CH-47A blades. The changes made in the
basic design of the rotor blade, with the extension of the
blade chord from 21 to 23 inches by the addition of a stainless-
steel nose cap of NACA 0011.6 section and a flat trailing edge
extension, are probably more significant. No modifications
were made to the CH-47A root end hardware or to the rolled
D-section steel blade spar. However, the fiber-glass-covered
trailing-edge fairing boxes were internally ;.Lodified to accom-
modate and support the instrumentation wiring bundle. As shown
in Figure 3, various internal and external clamps were provided
to restrain the wire bundle against centrifugal force. To
prevent wire failures due to creeping, two centrifugal-force
relief bends were provided in the wire bundle. The wire bundle
passed through and was supported by the aluminum ribs of the
blade fairing boxes; the existing lightening holes in ... ribS
were modified for this purpose. Internal details of the wire
installation are shown in the Figure 4 fluoroscopic photographs;
these components were installed in the fairing boxes before the
boxes were bonded to the spar. The standard CH-47A blade twist
was maintained within production tolerances when the blade boxes
were bonded. This blade twist is linear and causes a 9-degree

3
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washout of blade pitch between the center of rotation and the
354.6-inch radius of the blade tip.

Rotor blade instrumentation consisted of strain gages and pres-
sure transducers. Strain-gage bridges were located as illus-
trated in Figure 1 to determine flapwise and chordwise bending
mot-nt distributions, as well as radial tension and torsional
loads. These bridges were made using Budd type C6-141-350
gages. Absolute- and differentia2-nressure transducers were
used to measure the rotor airloads over a chordwise and span-
wise array of blade locations. Electrically paired absolute-
pressure transducers were installed on the top and bottom of
the spar section of the blade; the differential-pressure
units were mounted on the fiber glass box sections. This
arrangement was used so that it was not necessary to drill holes
in the spars to provide differential-pressure ports. A plastic
tube supported within the blade was used to port each differen-
tial transducer to the bottom blade surface. The transducers
were attached to the blades by bonding the mounting tabs to the
blade surface in the recesses provided in the fairing sleeves.
An elastic adhesive, which allowed negligible strain transmittal
from the blade, was used to mount the transducers. This instal-
lation provided flush mounting of the pressure transducers with
little change in the airfoil dimensions.

The CH-47A blade design incorporates flapwise static-moment
balance weights and chordwise balance weights which are used
for blade tracking. As shown in Figure 5, chordwise balance.
can be achieved by adjusting the weight in the leading-edge
cylinder, or by adding weights to either the leading-edge (L.E.)
or trailing-edge (T.E.) studs. To expedite tracking of these
heavily instrumented blades, the forward noninstrumented blades
contained a quantity of lead tape in the tip covers. The aft
noninstrumented blades also had additioral chordwise balance
weights bonded to the external surface of the tip trailing-
edge boxes near the trailing-edge strip. These modifications
were necessary to provide an adequate track within the limited
capability of the production blade balance-weight design. The
balance-weight configuraion of the blades as flight-tested is
summarized in Table I. These weights provided a flapwise
static moment of 51,150 inch-pounds for the forward blades and
52,468 inch-pounds for the aft blades, within a quoted tolerance
of *1 inch-pound. The results of the blade whirl tower tracking
will be discussed later.
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STATIC MOMENT BALANCE WEIGHTS
MOUNTED SYMMETRICALLY ON BOTH

I / SETS OF STUDS
STA. 350.82

TRACKING WEIGHTS MOUNTED

L EADING EDGE CYLINDER ON FORWARD OR AFT STUDS

(CAPACITY 2.8 LB )AS REQUIRLD

LOCATION OF LEA
TAPE USED TO
BALANCE FORWARD

NONINSTRUMENTED
BLA DES

1. 5 TIP COVER

1-s

TRAILING-EDGE STRIP NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.

LOCATION OF EXTERNAL CHORDWISE BALANCE
WEIGHTS USED ON AFT NONINSTRUMENTED BLADES

Figure 5. Rotor Blade Balance Weight Locations.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF ROTOR BLADE BALANCE AND TRACKING WEIGHTS

Blade L.E. Stud Additional Weight
Serial Cylinder Weight (lb) Required for Tracking
No. Weight (ib) L.E. T.E. (ib)

Forward Blades

SK14412-1 2.8 5.38 0 0

(Instrumented)

A-1-416 2.8 8.145 8.145 1.0*

A-1-423 2.8 7.905 7.905 1.75*

Aft Blades

SK14412-2 2.8 2.85 0 0
(Instrumented)

A-2-254 0 7.425 7.425 2.3**

A-2-267 0 7.17 7.17 2.3**

* Weight added in form of lead tape to inside of tip cover.
**Weight added in form of stainless-steel strips bonded to the

trailing edge of blade boxes 11 and 12.

The calculated physical propert-es of the airloads-instrumented
blades, based on the measured thicknesses and weights of their
constituent components, are given in Tables II and III; compar-
ative noninstrumented blade properties are given in Tables IV
and V. The instrumented blades were made with lightweight
spars which provided a lower-than-standard weight and stiffness
distribution as sho.wnm in Figure 6. The lower distributed
weight was more than offset by the concentrated weights of the
transducer installations and the clamps, clips, and wire loops
of the instrumentation bundle. As a result, the noninstru-
mented blades contained the larger tip balance weights. It is
believed that the variation between these blades is close to the
maximum variation that is possible without causing excessive
blade stresses or prohibitive vibrations.

10
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Figure 6. Spanwise Mass Distribution of Instrumented
Blade and Noninstrumented Blades.
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TABLE II

MASS PROPERTIES OF INSTRUMENTED ROTOR BLADES

Location of

Blade Mass Centroid from Pitch Inertia
Span Location Distribution Leading Edge Per Unit Span

(inches) (lb per inch) (inches aft) (lb-sec 2 x 102)

0-8.85 8.466 4.49 4.38
8.85-17.70 6.72 4.49 4.38

17.70-20.10 4.047 4.49 4.38
20.10-26.60 4.047 4.49 3.27
26.60-29.50 5.356 4.49 3.27
29.50-35.40 5.356 4.49 1.865
35.40-40.0 3.27 4.49 1.865
40.0 -40.05 7.03 4.49 1.865
40.05-45.0 3.27 4.49 1.865
45.0 -57.70 0.755 4.49 1.01
57.70-69.0 0.755 4.53 1.01
69.0 -86.6 0.9667 6.50 10.704
86.6 -89.6 1.175 6.50 13.431
89.6 -92.6 1.1129 6.50 13.431
92.6 -96.0 0.9046 6.50 10.704
96.0 -128.0 0.9046 5.32 5.961
128.0-137.0 0.9046 5.32 5.961
137.0-138.1 0.7573 5.46 5.508
138.1-141.1 0.9673 5.46 8.234
141.1-144.1 0.9613 5.46 8.234
144.1-186.0 0.7513 5.46 5.508
186.0-192.0 0.7513 5.46 5.508
192.0-195.0 0.8885 5.46 7.998
195.0-198.0 0.8317 5.69 7.998
198.0-239.0 0.6217 5.69 5.272
239.0-264.0 0.6283 5.80 5.272
264.0-267.0 0.8268 5.44 8.303
267.0-270.0 0.8228 5.44 8.303
270.0-274.0 0.6128 5.44 5.577
274.0-292.0 0.6128 5.44 4.791
292.0-297.0 0.605 5.38 4.791
297.0-303.0 0.815 5.38 7.517
303.0-315.0 0.605 5.38 4.791

315.0-321.0 0.815 5.38 7.517
321.0-334.0 0.605 5.38 4.791
334.0-336.0 0.605 5.38 6.048
336.0-342.0 0.815 5.38 6.048
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TABLE II - Contirued

Location of
Blade Mass Centroid from Pitch Inertia

Span Location Distribution Leading Edge Per Unit Span
(inches) (lb per inch) (inches aft) (lb-sec 2xlO 2 )

342.0-344.5 0.815 5.38 6.048
344-5-345.0 0.815 5.38 8.774
345.0-347.0 2.268 5.38 8.774
347.0-350.5 2.268 5.38 7.517
350.5-354.3 2.058 5.38 8.412

Pitch inertia values include all root hardware that rotates on
pitch bearings; moment reference is pitch axis.

TABLE III

STIFFNESS PROPERTIES OF INSTRUMENTED ROTOR BLADES

Flapwise Chordwise Torsional
Blade Stiffness Stiffness Stiffness

Span Location in Uni Span in Unit Spag in Unit Span

- x10-6 ) (bi.x0)(lb-in.2/radian(inches) (ib-in. xl0 x 10-6)

0- 29.5 1159.0 365.0 69.7
29.5- 43.3 365.0 365.0 69.7
45.3- 59.5 218.0 218.0 69.7
59.5- 69.0 135.5 322.0 69.7
69.0- 96.0 58.2 416.0 59.0
96.0-137.0 58.2 1077.0 59.0

137.0-195.0 47.3 968.0 45.6
195.0-239.0 36.5 869.0 33.5
239.0-354.3 36.5 654.0 33.5
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TABLE IV

MASS PROPERTIES OF NONINSTRUMENTED ROTOR BLADES

Location of
Blade Mz.ss Centroid from Pitch Inertia

Span Location Distribution Leading Edge Per Unit Span

(inches) (lb per inch) 'inches aft) (lb-sec2xl0 2 )

0 - 8.85 8.466 4.49 5.92
8.85-17.70 6.721 4.49 5.92

17.70-26.60 4.047 4.49 5.92
26.60-29.50 5.356 4.49 5.92
29.50-35.40 5.356 4.49 1.865
35.40-45.0 3.27 4.49 1.865
45.0 -59.5 0.645 4.49 1.218

59.5 -69.0 0.645 4.315 1.218
69.0 -96.0 0.951 6.35 10.565

96.0 -128.0 0.863 5.288 5.746
128.0 -137.0 0.789 5.379 5.519

137.0 -156.0 0.7152 5.491 5.293
156.0 -186.0 0.7116 5.491 5.293
186.0 -195.0 0.6498 5.620 5.175

195.0 -241.5 0.5881 5.749 5.057
241.5 -250.0 0.5996 5.683 5.057
250.0 -265.5 0.5996 5.683 5.362
265.5 -274.0 0.5819 5.578 5.362

274.0 -286.0 0.5819 5.578 4.577
286.0 -292.0 0.5819 5.596 4.577

292.0 -312.72 0.5965 5.596 4.577
312.72-334.4 0.6267* 6.326* 9.006*

334.4 -345.2 1.1022* 4.263* 9.006*
345.2 -347.0 1.1022* 4.263* 14.18*

347.0 -350.82 0.6267* 6.326* 14.18*

350.82-354.3 5.8707* 5.599* 9.75*

Data are ave.age values between forward and aft blades.
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TABLE V

STIFFNESS PRU-ERTIES OF NONINSTRUMENTED ROTOR BLADES

Flapwise Chordwise
Blade Stiffness Stiffness Torsional Stiffness

Span Location in Unit Span in Unit Span in Unit Span
(inches) (lb-in.2x0 -6 ) (lb-in.2x10- 6 ) (lb-in.xl0- 6 )

0- 29.5 1159.0 365.0 69.7
29.5- 45.3 365.0 365.0 69.7
45.3- 59.5 176.5 270.0 69.7
59.5- 69.0 97.85 378.5 65.45
69.0- 81.5 60.2 640.0 61.1.6
81.5- 96.0 60.2 971.5 61.16
96.0-128.0 60.2 1098.0 61.16
128.0-131.5 49.75 1038.5 61.16
131.5-137.0 49.75 1038.5 54.5
137.0-186.0 49.30 979.0 47.85
186.0-189.5 43.80 930.5 47.85
189.5-195.0 43.80 930.5 41.69
195.0-265.5 38.30 882.0 35.53
265.5-354.3 38.30 685.0 35.53

ROTOR SHAFTS

The forward and aft rotor shafts were instrumented with strain
gages for measuring torque and lift (tension), plus shear and
moment in two perpendicular planes. Additional alternating-
lift gages and several spare gages were installed. Epoxy-
backed foil gages (Budd C6-141-350) were used, except for the
alternating-lift gages which were P-type semiconductor gages
(Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton SPB2-07-35-C6). These strain gages

wee~nt~eda soninFgue7 Spare gjages were Provid

to measure shear, torque, steady lift, and alternating lift.
The strain gages on the aft rotor shaft were widely spaced
along the vertical axis to increase the sensitivity of the
shear bridges; the shorter length of the forward shaft pre-
vented such wide placement. It should be noted that the rotor
shaft azimuth angle given in Figure 7 is the angle measured
in the clockwise direction when viewing either shaft from
above.
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DISTANCE FROM
GAGE ROTOR SHAFT AZIMUTH ANGLES (DEGREES) 0 FLAPPING

TYPES HINGES (INC!!ES)

180 135 90 45 0 315 270 225 FWD AFT

90-220 SHEAR(AND SP1E)X0-180 SHEAR (AND SPARE)

SHEAR m 11.89 11.89

0-180 MOMENT 90-270 SHEAR (AND SPARE)

90-270 MENT____
BEND L1 [] _ 12.69 124.69

TORQUE

LIFT [114.64 14.64
TORQUE

-LIFT (SPARE)

ALT.[ [1 fl 16.39 16.39

LIFTAL.LLI

T ALT. LIFT ( 'ARE)-

TORQUE 17.3973

(SPARE)

t 180 MOMENT -9 0 MOMENT 18.12 31.99

BEND180 SHEAR (AND S

SHEAR -A-E).-n 18.51 32.39

L 90-270 SHEAR (AND SPARE) -

'JOTE: ALL DXMENSIONS ARE IN INC4':S.

Figure 7. Rotor Shaft Strain-Gage Installation.
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The instrumented rotor shafts were production CH-47A components
on which the strain gages were mounted in the regin shown in
Figure 8. The CH-47A forward rotor shaft is a 1-piece stub
shaft integral with the second-stage planet carrier of the for-
ward transmission; it is splined to receive the forward rotor
hub. The aft rotor shaft is a 3-piece unit consisting of a
lower splined steel adapter which connects to the aft trans-
mission, an ".ntermediate aluminum section, and an upper steel
adapter which is splined to the aft rotor hub. These three
components are swaged together to form the aft shaft. One
tooth is omitted from the splined upper 3nd of each shaft to
provide a datum for shaft angle measurements.

CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS

Instrumentation for determining control system loads at each
rotor consisted of a strain-gaged pitch link in the rotating
control system and three strain-gage bridges which determined
the nonrotating control system reactions. The two strain-
gaged pitch links wore connected to the instrumented blades.
Nonrotating control loads were measured by strain-gage bridges
on the actuator mounting lugs of the nonrotating swashplate and
a strain-gaged fixed link in the longitudinal cyclic trim
system. These components are shown in Figures 9 and 10 for the
forward and aft rotors respectively.

The control system of the test aircraft was an experimental
unit that had been used to develop an improved production
control system. This unit is known as the SK systen. and is
geometrically similar to the production control system that is
used in aircraft which incorporate Engineering Change Proposal
140/190. This modification incorporates a control system with
increased strength and rigidity.

Control of the aircraft in flight is provided through differ-
ential collective pitch of the two rotors and lateral cyclic
control of each rotor. Simultaneous motions of the swiveling
and pivoting actuators cause collective pitch changes; dif-
ferential motions of these actuators produce lateral cyclic
pitch changes. The parallelogram linkage of the longitudinal
cyclic control system rotates on a yoke and is unchanged by
collective or lateral cyclic pitch changes. Longitudinal
cyclic pitch is used only for trim adjustment and is controlled
through an electromechanical actuator.
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SPLINES ENGAGE ROTOR HUB

4.6 ROTOR HUB HORIZONTAL 4

CENTER (AS DEFINED BY 4

THE PLANE OF THE I
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40.9 STRAIN-GAGED PORTION

OF SHAFT 5.9 -

-- 6.3 40.7

--THRUST BEARING

FORWARD SHAFT IS INTEGRAL

WITH 2ND STAGE PLANET

GEAR CARRIER OF FORWARD FORWARD SHAFT
TRANSMISSION

90.7ALUMINUM

- INTERMEDIATE

SECTION

SPLINES ENGAGE IN OUTPU!

DRIVE OF AFT TRANSMISSION

AFT SHAFT

NOTE: ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.

Figure 8. General Arrangement of Instrumented Rotor Shafts.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

CALIBRATION OF ROTOR SHAFTS

The rotor shafts were calibrated, using several load combina-
tions applied at various shaft reference angles, to determine
interaction coefficients and the effect of varying azimuth
position. In all cases the shaft was rotated in the fixture
while the loads remained fixed. Shaft. reference angles at
which the loads were applied, together with the maximum values

of the loads, are given in the summary of test conditions in
Table VI. An inclinometer was used to measure all shaft
angles. Primary calibration loads were applied in 13 equal
increments to facilitate the determination of the most accurate
calibration relation. Six increments of decreasing load were

used to provide for definition of hysteresis. Measurements of
the shaft deflection due to the calibration loads were used
in the data analysis to further refine the calculation of
the applied loads. Bending moments and torque were applied
to the shaft by exerting equal and opposite forces a known
distance from the centerline of the shaft, thus precluding the
possibility of shear loads during these calibrations. Axial
load (lift) calibrations were performed as quickly as possible
to minimize the drift of the semiconductor strain gages that
were used to record the alternating-lift data. Shear and
bending interactions were investigated by applying shear loads
at two points on the length of the shaft. With this exception,
all calibration loads were applied at the top of the shaft.
Figure 11 shows details of the test arrangements, including the

shear load clamp and the torque and bending moment arms used
to transmit loads to the shaft. All calibration loads were
applied with hydraulic cylinders except for the bending moment
loads, for which turnbuckles were used. In all cases, load
cells (Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Type U-3) connected to appropriate
indivaLing equipment. were used to casurc and record the

magnitude of the applied loads.
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TABLE VI

SUMMARY OF ROTOR SHAFT CALIBRATION TEST CONDITIONS

Loading Shaft Primary Maximum Constant
Descriptor Angle Calibration Value of Interaction

(load (degrees) Load Primary Load Loads
identification)

Single Loads

01 0 Lift 12,000 lb None

08 45 Bending +105 in.-lb None
moment

09 4F Bending -105 in.-lb None
moment

Combined Loads

02 45 Shear at 5000 lb Lift=6000 lb
3.5 in.*

03 45 Shear at 5000 lb Lift=12,000 lb
3.5 in.*

04 225 Shear at 5000 lb Lift=6000 lb
3.5 in.*

05 225 Shear at 5000 lb Lift=12,000 lb
3.5 in.*

06 45 Shear at 5000 lb Lift=12,000 lb
12.0 in.*

07 225 Shear at

12.0 in.* 5000 lb Lift=12,000 lb

10 0 Torque ±805 in.-lb Lift=12.000 lb

11 Varied Shear at 5000 lb None
0 to 360 3.5 in.*

*Distance of applied shear load from top of shaft.
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All strain-gage outputs from the rotor shaft calibration were
read from strain indicators (Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton Type SR4 or
Budd Model 350). Two 10-position switching units were used so
that the output of all strain gages could be shown on two
indicators. The data were handwritten for subsequent card-
punching as inputs to the data analysis program. The output
signals from the more sensitive semiconductor strain gages
were attenuated, using a Baldwin-Lima-Hamilton SR4 strain
converter, to a level equivalent to that of the foil gages to
permit use of the SR4 indicator. Calibration load magnitudes
were tabulated for subsequent cardpunching, using the load cell
output signals which were also transmitted to the strain indi-
cators. Shaft deflection data were recorded using dial indi-
cators located as shown in Figure 11.

ROTOR BLADE TENSION AND MOMENT GAGE CALIBRATIONS

Due to the complicated structural cross section and the very
high centrifugal loading of the rotor blades, it was suspected
that large interactions would occur in the gage outputs. This
was especially true for the torsion and chordwise bending
gages for the reasons given, and was aggravated by the rela-
tively low sensitivity of the chordwise bending gages. How-
ever, it would have been prohibitively expensive to simulate
the 70,000- to 90,000-pound centrifugal force loading on the
blade for a static calibration. The tip weight fitting is the
only fitting on the blade through which such a load could be
applied. It was decided to make a combined-loads calibration
using the maximum allowable radial load (4000 ib) which could
be applied to the tip fitting, with substantiation to higher
loads provided by single-load calibrations and whirl testing.
All interactions were determined in the combined-loads tests,
with the single-load calibrations and the whirl testing sub-
stantiating the magnitude and linearity of the primary
coefficients.

For the combined-loads calibration, it was decided to support
the blade as a simple beam using the standard blade root hard-
ware and a single point support (no moments) at the blade tip.
Rostraint of the outboard end of the blade was provided by a
strap and ballast-weight arrangement. These support fittings
and the various load-application devices are shown in Figure
12. Note that the root end hardware provides two orthogonal
hinges and a blade pitch motion pivot. The rotor blade tip
support consisted of steel straps attached to the blade tip
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through a ball joint and a fitting attached to the blade tip
balance-weight studs. Support straps were mounted to the over-
head structure of the fixture, with separate straps connected
to a 4000-pound ballast weight which prevented excessive chord-
wise blade motions. Steel clamps fitted to the blade cross
section were used to transmit the applied loads to the blade
spar. Ball joints or similar devices were used at each fitting
to minimize friction.

The combined-loading technique included the simultaneous appli-
cation of flapwise, chordwise, torsional, and radial tension
loads using the load values given in Table VII. As shown in
Figure 12, all blade calibration loads were applied from fixed,
well-defined points, or by weights. Primary calibration load
values were applied in 13 equal increments of increasing load.
All values were also recorded as the loads were incrementally
removed to check hysteresis. Since flight loads are always
combined loads, this method of calibration, with proper data
analysis, provided for a more accurate and complete measure of
the flight loads. The single-calibration loads given in Table

VWIE were applied to calibrate the strain gages to the antici-
pated in-flight loads. Due to blaCe stress considerations,
this was not possible in the combined-loads arrangement for
some strain-gage locations. Single loads thus provided some
definition of the upper end of the strain-gage calibration
curves. Also, the data obtained from the individual-load cal-
ibrations provided a measure of the increase in accuracy that
was achieved with the combined-loads calibration method. The
blade was supported as a cantilever beam for the single-loads
tests.

TABLE VII
ROTOR BLADE COMBINED-LOADS CALIBRATIONS

Primary Load Interaction Loads
Max-

Point imum Point
of Load of Load

ad. Applic. (lb or Applic. (lb or.
0esci- Type r/R iri-!b) Type r/R in.-lb)I Purpose

*01/13 F 0.30 600 C 0.50 700 Calibrate inbd.
Tor. 0.30 5000 flap bending
Ten. 1.00 4000 gages
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TABLE VII - Continued

Primary Load Interaction Loads
Max-

Point imum Point
of Load of Load

Load. Applic. (lb or Applic. (lb or
Descr. Type r/R in.-lb) Type r/R in.-lb) Purpose

*02/14 F 0.30 600 C 0.50 350 Calibrate inbd.
Tor. 0.30 2000 flap bending
Ten. 1.00 2000 gages

*03/15 F 0.80 250 C 0.50 700 Calibrate outbd.

Tor. 0.30 5000 flap bending
Ten. 1.00 4000 gages

*04/16 F 0.80 250 C 0.50 350 Calibrate outbd.

Tor. 0.30 2000 fl.ap bending
Ten. 1.00 2000 gages

*05/17 F 0.70 250 C 0.50 700 Determine effect
Tor. 0.30 5000 of flap shear on
Ten. 1.00 4000 flap bending

gages

*06/18 C 0.50 700 F 0.80 250 Calibrate
Tor. 0.30 5000 chord bending
Ten. 1.00 4000 gages

*07/19 C 0.50 700 F 0.80 100 Calibrate

Tor. 0.30 2000 chord bending
Ten. 1.00 2000 gages

*08/20 C 0.40 700 F 0.80 250 Determine effect

Tor. 0.30 5000 of chord shear
Ten. 1.00 4000 on chord bending

gages

09 Ten. 1.00 4000 F 0.80 250 Calibrate
C 0.50 700 radial
Tor. 0.30 5000 tension gage

10 Ten. 1.00 4000 F 0.80 100 Calibrate
C 0.50 350 radial
Tor. 0.30 2000 tension gage
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TABLE VII - Continued

Primary Load Interaction Loads
Max-

Point imum Point
of Load of Load

Load. Applic. (lb or Applic. (lb or
Descr. Type r/R in.-lb) Type r/R irL-lb) Purpose

*11/21 Tor. 0.30 5000 F 0.80 250 Calibrate

0.80 5000 C 0.50 700 torque
Ten. 1.00 4000 gages

*12/22 Tor. 0.30 5000 F 0.80 100 Calibrate

C 0.50 350 torque
Ten. 1.00 2000 gages

*Noted calibrations were repeated with the primary load applied

in the negative direction. The higher loading descriptor value
denotes the negative load test conditions.

F = Flap C = Chord Ten. = Tension Tor. = Torsion

TABLE VIII
ROTOR BLADE SINGLE-LOAD CALIBRATIONS

Loading Load Point of Maximum

Descriptor Factor Application Load

*23/27 Flap r/R=l.00 100 lb

*24/28 Chord r/R=0.80 100 lb

*25/29 Torsion r/R=0.30 5000 in.-lb

and r/R=0.80 and 5000 in.-lb

26 Tension r/R=1.00 4000 lb

The higher value of the loading descriptor denotes the
negative load test conditions.
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The calibration data analysis included a check of the correct-
ness of the load-application techniques and elastic-deflection
analysis through the use of measured blade deflections. For
this purpose, steel scales with graduations of 0.01 inch
were attached to the loading clamps. Surveying transits with
magnification of 18X were used to record the deflection of the
blade at the point of application of the primary calibration
load.

The data acquisition system employed in the static blade cali-
bration was capable of automatically conditioning and recording
the 15 channels of strain-gage data. The data were amplified,
filtered, and scanned by a high-speed, direct-readout, digital
voltmeter. The voltmeter had a binary output which was fed
into a converter, which converted the data to decimal equiva-
lents and stored it until the program control commanded the
summary punch (IBM 526) to record the data on punched cards.

Whirl testing of the rotor blades on the tower shown in Figure
13 was required to test the structural integrity of the
blades functionally, and to ensure that the blade balance would
produce -cceptably low aircraft vibration. This testing was
also used to perform a high-a load calibration of the blade
axial tension gages through the centrifugal force loads. While
this calibration was compromised by the fact that all inter-
action on these gages was assumed to be negligible, this
procedure was necessary, since the provision of adequate
attachments to simulate the required 90,000-pound load in
the blade would have been prohibitively expensive. The blade
was static-balanced prior to whirl testing so that the blade
static moment, a (B), was accurately known. The centrifugal
force (CF) in the blade at the gage station could then be
accurately determined as:

CF Sf(a) - O(BR] (1)

where

= rotationcl speed
U(R = estimated static mass moment of blade root fittings.

The blade tension gage output was indicated on a strain indi-
cator (Budd Model P-350) using the whirl tower slipring
assembly to transmit the signals from the rotating blade to the
stationary equipment. Recordings were taken for 204, 215, 230,
and 260 rpm values with the blades in flat pitch (2 degrees at
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Figure 13. Rotor Blade WThirl Tower.
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blade station 265). This test was also repeated with the
blades installed on the test helicopter, making use of the in-
flight recording system to measure the output of the tension
gages.

CONTROL COMPONENT CALIBRATIONS

The instrumented control components were subjected to tension
and compression calibration loads to a maximum of 2000 pounds.
The method of load application for the swashplate gages is
ill.ustrated in Figure 14. Load magnitudes were monitored
using load cells connected to appropriate indicating equipment.
Strain-gage output signals were tabulated for subsequent use in
the calibration data analysis.

CALIBRATION OF AIRFRAME RESPONSE ACCELEROMETERS

The airframe response accelerometers (Systron-Donner Model
4310A) were tested dynamically for frequency response and
phase shift. Static tests were also made to determine hyster-
esis, case alinement, and nonlinearity. A highly accurate
accelerometer (Kistler Servo Accelerometer Model 350M) was
used as a reference for these tests. This reference accelerom-
'ater had the following characteristics:

Frequency response = flat, 0 to 600 cps
Phase shift = ±20 up to 50 cps
Maximum nonlinearity from best straight line =

0.0208 feet per seconc-
Maximum hysteresis plus nonrepeatability =

0.0193 feet per second
2

Dynamic tests of the accelerometers were performed with the
equipment shown in Figure 15. Test data were obtained at 7,
10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, 70, 100, 150, 250, and 400 cycles per
second. Instrumentation included a frequency analyzer
(Spectral Dynamics Model SD 101) and a phase meter (Action
Laboratories Type 320-AB). The phase data obtained were based
on the output of the reference accelerometer (Kistler) which
was known to have less than a 2-degree phase shift over the
range of 0 to 50 cycles per second.

The static tests were performed with a tilt table to vary the
angle of the accelerometers. The applied z.cceleration was
then equal to the cosine of the angle of the sensitive axis to
the vertical multiplied by the acceleration of gravity.
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A plate was designed to enable 14 accelerometers to be tested
against the standard in one operation, using the equipment
shown in Figure 16. The accelerometer output signals were
routed to a 48-channel scanner and a digital voltmeter. The
voltmeter output was automatically punched on IBM cards and
printed on tape. The reference accelerometer output was
measured by means of a self-balancing potentiometer and was
manually recorded on an IBM card. The data cards were then
sent to the central computer for data analysis.

INTEGRITY AND FUNCTIOIAL WHIRL TESTING OF BLADES

Each set of one instrumented blade and two noninstrumented
blades was mounted on the whirl tower and tested at different
rotational speeds and pitch settings. Optical height measure-
ments were made to determine the relative tracking positions
of the three blades. Blade tension gage output and whirl
tower control system loads were measured.

To ensure structural integrity, fluoroscopic photographs were
made before and after whirl testing. The blades were rotated
at the maximum allowable flight speed of 260 rpm. The initial
test of the forward instrumented blade at this speed resulted
in a wire slippage after 15 minutes. Modifications were made
to the aft instrumented blade to prevent a similar occurrence,
after which the aft blade set was tested successfully for 2
hours at 260 rpm. The modified forward blade was then tested
at the same speed for 15 minutes with no further difficulty.

AIRLOAD PRESSURE TRANSDUCER FUNCTIONAL TESTS

The airload pressure transducers which were to be used for
measuring rotor blade pressures were tested to determine
repeatability, nonlinearity, hysteresis, temperature effects,
and acceleration effects. Temperature effects on the reference
zero and on sensitivity were investigated, since there would
be a large variation (70 degrees F) between the hangar tempera-
ture and the temperature at the test altitude (5000 feet).
Acceleration effects were investigated because of the large
magnitudes of acceleration due to rotation (100 tc 400 g,
cross-axis) and to blade flapping and bending (10 to 30 g,
normal). The actual calibration of these transducers was
performed after the transducers were installed on the blades.
These in situ (as installed) calibrations used the in-flight
signal-conditioning modules and provided for the adjustment of
the standardizing resistor against a reference pressure.
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For the repeatability, linearity, and hysteresis calibration,
the transducers were mounted in individual aluminum fixture-.
in a pressure chamber (see Figure 17). The port of each
differential-pressure transducer was connected to a pressure
manifold inside the chamber. The pressures inside the chamber
and the manifold were independently controlled. Electrical
connections were made with spring contacts held against the
solder terminals on the transducer paddle. The applied air
pressure was monitored with the pressure standards shown in
Table IX. Twelve transducers were tested at one time using a
bridge power supply, individual strain-gage balance modules, a
48-channel scanner, and a digital voltmeter. The accuracy of
this sytem is ±0.25 percent of the reading with a resolution of
one microvolt. The bridge voltage and the transducer output due
to application of a shunt standardizing resistor were recorded
at the beginning and end of each calibration. The transducer
output was recorded for a minimum of eight incremental changes
in air pressure, both increasing and decreasing, through the
transducer range.

TABLE IX
PRESSURE STANDARDS USED FOR TRANSDUCER CALIBRATIONS

Transducer Pressure Accuracy of Resolution of
Range Standard Standard Stanaard

-4
5-20 Psia Pressure ±0.25% of in- 5x10 psi

cell system dication
tmax.=±0.005 psi)

±2 psid Water
manometer ±0.01 psi 10- 3 psi

±5 and ±10 psid Mercury
manometer ±0.05 psi 102 psi

A temperature chamber (Wyle), which was heated electrically
and cooled by yabuous evdpordtion, was used to determine
temperature effects. The aluminum pressure chamber was in-
stalled in the temperature chamber using the same pressure
standards and readout equipment aa were used for the linearity
and hysteresis calibration. A mercury-filled glass thermometer
indicated the temperature of the chamber. The pressure was set
to zero psid for tie differential-pressure transducers and
normal atmospheric for the absolute-pressure transducers during
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the calibration of the temperature effect on zero position.
Ten minutes or more after the temperature had stabilized in
the chamber, the bridge voltage and the transducer output were
recorded for 10-degree F step changes in temperature from 0
to 80 degrees, and back to 0 degrees in a single step. Temper-
ature effects on sensitivity were determined by recording
bridge voltage and transducer output at the extremes of the
transducer range at 0 degrees F, at 125 degrees F, and again
at 0 degrees F. Once again no data were recorded until 10
minutes or more after the temperature inside the chamber had
stabilized.

Acceleration sensitivity of typical pressure transducers was
determined by usirg the shaker and related equipment which
were used for the accelerometer tests.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE TE 'ING OF BLADE

The systematic measurement of dynamic airloads on a rotor
required complete resolution of the instrumented-blade dynamic
properties so that analyses of the resulting data coulC
properly include the effects of blade bending. Static (non-
rotating) shake tests of the aft instrumented blade were con-
ducted with the blade in a configuration that was slightly
different from the flight configuzation. The changes to the
blade between th- shake test and the flight test were made
after the shake test to improve the blade tracking character-
istics. Calculations have shown, however, that these differ-
ences did not cause a significant change in the dynamic
response of the blade.

This testing was guided by an analysis of the blade dynamic
response. An indication of the approximate natural frequencies
and the approximate locations of the blade nodal points was
provided to the test personnel. The shaker frequency sweeps
were made with a smaller increment near an expocted natural
frequency. The knowledge of the node location was required so
theft the hlal could be proper-y supported, and so that test
personnel would know where to find the nodes during the testing.
The analysis was also used to extrapolate the static tests to
che rotating condition and to estimate the effects of varia-
tions in blade and control configuration.

Shake tests of the blade were conducted to determine :iapwise,
chordwise, and torsional natural frequencies. For all tests
the blade was positioned in a nose-down attitude and the shaker
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was rotated to give the desired direction of force. The blade
was supported at the root end by standard CH-47A rotor hub
hardware in a manner which allowed for movement about the
horizontal and vertical pins. For the flapwise and chordwise
tests, elastic cables were used to provide a nodal support
outboard on the blade. The outboard support for the blade
torsion tests was by cables directed to incersect the blade
elastic axis. Figures 18 and 19 show the features of the
test configurations for the three modes that were investigated.
A summary of the support configurations tested is given in
Table X.

Instrumentation consisting of a strain-gaged link, frequency
counter, and displacement transducer was used to monitor and
record the shaker force, as well as the frequency and amplitude
of the shaker motion. A lightweight accelerometer was used
to probe the blade for the location of nodal points. The
electronic equipment and the recorder are shown in Figure 20.

TABLE X

SUMMARY OF DYNAMIC RESPONSE TEST CONFIGURATIONS

Location of Shaker Location of Support

Type of Test Input (inches of Cable (inches of
blade radius) blade radius)

Flapwise 65 133
Flapwise 65 175
Flapwise 65 171
Flapwise 65 189
I lapwise 65 223
Chordwise 65 179
Chordwise 65 270
Chordwise 65 275
Torsion 354 (with offset 354

input point)
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Figure 18. Flapwise Respjnse (Shake) Test Setup with
Airloads-Instrumented Aft Rotor Blade.
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Figure 19. Test Setup for Chordwise and Torsional
Dynamic Response (Shake) Testing.
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Blade Dynamic Response Tests.
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CALIBRATION DATA ANALYSIS

It is generally easier to conduct tests thdn it is to resolve
the results into usable form. This is particularly true of
calibrations, since a most important aspect of the analysis is
to determine the quality or accuracy of the results. For all
the calibrations discussed in this report, least squares curve
fits were obtained together with the deviation from the best
fit and '.e hysteresis of the da;a. This was a routine task
except for the rotor shaft and blade calculations which
required specialized analyses.

INPUT DATA MANIPULATIONS

Input data manipulations were performed as required to correct
gage readings to a standard zero rcference and to convert the
calibration loads into structure-referenced shears and moments.
This type of manipulation was not required for the single-load
calibrations, but was essential for the shaft and blade calcula-
tions. All calibration reading inputs were made with IBM
cards, and a computer routine vas provided to correct all
readings to the same zero reference. The zero reference was
taken as the no-applied-load jondition for both the shafts and
the blades. Since gravity loads are insignificant to the
shafts, no further definition of the zero reference was re-
quired. This.was not the case for the blades, for which the
zero reference consisted of the blades being supported on the
blade root hinge and at the Uip support (as a simple beam)
with the blade in the same attitude as installed on the heli-
copter. The blade pitch at the 75-percent radius was 2 degrees.

For the rotor shafts, the resolution of loads which were applied
from fixed points into the shaft axes reference system required
straightforward consideration of the geometry of the problem.
Figure 21 illustrates the relations between the applied loads
and the resulting shears and moments at strain-gage locations
for a rigid structure sach as a rotor shaft. It was assumed
that the structure and calibration stand were sufficiently
rigid, so Ulat d simple tip deflection correction to the applied
loads was adequate to account for deflections. The tip deflec-
tion in the direction parallel to the shear load was an input
value. Since the flight loads on a shaft vary with azimuth,
the calibration was performed to evaluate the effect of this
variation. It was assumed in the analysis that the calibration
loads were fixed and the shaft was rotated. Also the loads
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were assumed to remain sufficiently undeflected so that the
cosine of the angle of deflection could be approximated by
unity. The sine components of the combined loads could be
significant and were included.

The rotor blade calibration presented a more complex problem,
since all deflections due to applied loads were significant.
The analysis to resolve the blade loads was an iterative
solution of the differential equations which defined the blade
elastic deflection when loaded from certain fixed points. This
analysis is presented in detail in Appendix I. It should be
noted that while this approach to a calibration depends on
having available the elastic properties of the rotor blade, the
e3nsitivity of the result to inaccuracies in these properties
is small. Also, since a check of the analysis against measured
changes in blade deflection was provided, the possibility of
errors due to the analysis was precluded.

RESOLUTION OF COEFFICIENTS

Calibration coefficients were determined by using a least-squares
data fitting analysis, as derived and discussed in Appendix 11.
This method provides the coefficients which produce a minimum
error relationship between the independent variables (the
resolved applied loads) and the dependent variables (the
corrected gage readings). For a linear single-load calibration,
this calculation determines the best value of the primary
coefficient all for all the p values c.- the applied load Zlp
and the p values of the gage reading Sj where the sutoz.ri i.
figure 1 applies, since only one type of !oad and the same type
of gage are involved. The calibration relationship is

ZlP a glp (2)

As is common practice with flight-test instrumentation, the
primary coefficients all to a6 6 were multiplied by the gage output
due to a standardizing resistor. This Rcal output was experi-
mentally determined at the time of calibration with the same
gage excitation. This resultant value is called an equivalent
load because of the dimensional relationship involved.

The calculation of the calibration coefficients follows in a
similar manner for the interaction load calibrations. However,

at every station of interest on the structure, the three
forces and three moments are evaluated, and as many as six gages
are provided to determine these loads. Therefore,Z and gnp
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can each take up to six values for a linear calibration. If
there were no interactions in the gage readings, the calibra-
tion relationships for the loading value, n, would be:

z a-Ip a11 glp

Z2P = a2 2 g 2p

z6p = a6 6 a6p (3)

The a11 to a66 coefficients are the primary calibration
coefficients which can be converted to equivalent loads.

The next step in the development is to consider interaction in
the gage outputs. For example, a torque load may cause a lift
gage output; these interactions have been found experimentally
to be very significant, especially for the rotor shafts. The
calibration relationship for the pth value of a load of type
k=l and with gages of type n=l to n=6 is as follows:

ZIP= a11 g1p + a1 2 g2p + a13 g3p + + a16 g6p . (4)

This relationship can be written in matrix notation for all
the k-type loads as:

[kP] =" [akn] [gnp] (5)

All the tested loading conditions, p, were applied, and the
Appendix II analysis was performed to solve for the matrixc of
calibration coefficients akn. As noted previously, when k and
n are equal, akn are the primary calibration coefficients. In
order hat the data fro m th- -e intcraction. !ad c i ould
be handled in the same manner as the simple single-load calibra-
tion data, the primary coefficients were divided out of the
calibration matrix. Thus, an interaction matrix was defined as:

[zkP] = [bkn] [a.i gnp] (6)

where

aii akn from above relation with i = n,
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bkn = akn/aii

therefore, when k = n, bkn 1.0.

The advantage of this relation is that aii can be converted
into an equivalent load;and the apparent loads on the structure,
aii gnp can be calculated in the usual manner. After the
column matrix of apparent loads is determined, this matrix
is multiplied by the interaction matrix, bkn, to determine the
actual loads. This calculation must be repeated for each
loading condition which is measured. If the calibration is
linear - that is, good correlation is obtained without re-
course to using the square of readings for some of the gnp
values - the multiplication by the interaction matrix for
flight data reduction can be performed on the harmonic
coefficients of the apparent load data, rather than on each of
the original data ordinates, to minimize the computing
required.

As noted in Appendix II, the analysis is based on a very
general relationship between the loads and the readings. The
values of gnp can be taken as constants or any products or
powers of the gage readings. Also, the parameters such as
time or temperature could be applied as gnp values. If these
parameters were significant to the problem, perhaps due to a
systematic time or temperature drift of the recording system,
the interaction correlation coefficient to be discussed in
the next section would provide a means of evaluating the
improvement in the calibration which is obtained by considering
such parameters.

EVALUATION OF RESULTS

An important aspect of any calibration is the evaluation of
the accuracy of the result. Automated data systems provide
very little visibility of the data; therefore, they require a
system of checks and evaluations to catch the errors and mis-

* interpretations that invariably occur. For this program
several thorough automated checks were made on all calibrations,
The deLermination of the correlation coefficient provided the
most sensitive indicator of overall calibration accuracy. To
provide visibility to the interaction calibration data, the
percent contributions to the estimated loads by the various
gages were calculated for every calibration load point.
Finally, the hysteresis and deviation of all single-load
calibrations were calculated to indicate hysteretic effects
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(from the calibrated structure or the test apparatus),
repeatability, and maximum error of the calibration.

The correlation coefficient which was used is defined as the
square root of the ratio of the sum of the squares of the
explained variation of a parameter to the sum of the squares
of the total variation, with the sums calculated for all the
test points. For the calibrations, the parameters considered
were the loads Zkp. Thus, the correlation coefficient for
the kth type load, rk, was of the form:

z (Z Z) 2
p est

rk = (Z _ )2Z (7Z
p kp

where

Zest = pth value of Zkp predicted from the calibration
equation,

Zkp = actual load for load point, p ,

Z = arithmetic mean value of Zkp

S Zkp

s = total number of tests p

The significance of this coefficient is more obvious when
expressed in the following form:

r 'S J -(Z ) 2
(Sz)2 ()

where

S = standard error of estimate, Zest on gnp

_ E(ZkpZest)2= k zs ' (9)
S
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S = standard deviation from the arithmetic mean of the load,
Zkp

= p ' kp (10)S

Thus, the correlation coefficient is a measure of the overall
error of the fitted curve expressed as a fraction of the varia-
tion of the independent variable. This again is rather diffi-
cult to relate to a calibration, since, in concept, the loads Zkp
are not applied in a random manner. However, for a reasonably
uniform distribution of loading conditions, the standard devia-
tion of the load will be somewhat less than one-half of the
maximum load applied. Thus,if the statistically averaged
error of the cal-bration is expressed as E times maximum load,
equation (8) can be approximated as:

[E (Zkp)mai

r= 1- a (11)[0. 5(Zkp)ma 2

From this relation it can be seen that, for reasonably small
errors, the value of the correlation must be near unity. For
example, if the fractional error, E, is 5 percent of the full-
scale load, the correlation coefficient is approximately equal
to 0.990. This variation has been accurately calculated for
sample cases with the results shown in Figure 22. As shown for
values near unity, small changes in coefficient indicate large
changes in error, and therefore provide a vernier measure of
small improvements in a good calibration. Also, this coeffi-
cient is tolerant of very large errors and provides an indica-
tion as to the state of the data fit even when the fit is
extremely poor. Since the correlation coefficient is nondimen-
sional and is not very sensitive to the load range considered,

this coefficient can be uniformly applied to measure the
quality of all calibrations accurately.

!n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --os 4v11 n 4- == o lA i was found

that the calculation of the percent contribution of the various

gages in determining the estimated load was of value. This
calculation was as follows:

100 (a ng
Percent contribution = (12)

n akn gnp
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Calculations were performed for each of the loading points,
p, and for each of the n gages for each of the k types of
load. Due to the voluminous results, these data are diffi--
cult to comprehend except for specific loading conditions.
Particularly interesting percent contribution values are
those of the maximum loads, especially the combined loads,
and the zero loads.

The calculation of hysteresis and deviation of a calibration
are routine; however, the definitions of these terms are not
obvious. In calculating hysteresis, a curve (usually linear)
with a constant term was fitted to the calibration values
obtained from the ascending load values. A similar curve was
fitted to the descending load values. Hystecesis was defined
as the load difference between the ascending and the de-
scending curves at the maximum gage output, expressed as a
percentage 3f the average load value. This relationship is
illustrated in Figure 23. With this definition, true
hysteresis effects are accounted for without confusion with
deviation or nonlinearity effects.

Deviation is defined as the excursion of the various data
points from the best fit calibration curve,as illustrated
in Figure 23. Deviation is usually caused by errors or non-
linearities in an assumed linear calibration. Values of
deviation are generally expressed as a percentage of the
maximum load applied during the calibration considered.

The correlation coefficients were applied generally only to
the interaction calibrations, since the usual definitions of
accuracy were of limited value. Hysteresis and maximum
deviation, however, were calculated to determine the quality
of all calibrations. These measures of accuracy are believed
to provide ample substantiation of the validity of the
calibration, depending only on the applied load and recording
system accuracies for a complete summation of the quality of
the calibrations.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results that were obtainer include calibration data from
the transducers and dynamic response data for the rotor blades
and airframe accelerometers. Rotor blade tracking data were
also obtained and are included. In order that all calibration
data can be treated in a similar manner, the interaction load
matrices for the shafts and the blades are discussed separately
from their primary load coefficients. Comparisons of the
results which were obtained during similar tests are presented
and discussed.

PRIMARY CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS

The primary calibratiuix results obtained for all the transducers
are presented. Some of these coefficients were measured in
different ways, and a comparison of the results is shown. The
changes in the primary calibrations from interaction are shown
for the shafts and blades in particular.

To differentiate between interaction coefficients and the usual
calibration coefficients, the primary calibration coefficients
have been defined as the slopes of the gage outputs when a
design load is applied in the design direction. These coeffi-
cients are conveniently converted to equivalent loads by
multiplying by the transducer output due to a shunt calibration
resistance (obtained with the same excitation used during the
calibration).

Equivalent load values for the rotor shaft strain gages are
presented in Table XI. Load values as determined from both
single-load and interaction-load calibrations are given. Also
shown are the percent differences in the load values obtained
from the two calibrations, and the percent contribution of the
primary gage reading to the prnLmary calibration load as deter-
mined frcm the interaction data. The amount by which the
percent coutribution differs from 100 is that amount of gage
output which is cu.d by the enter ac-on- effects.The percent
difference between the two eqLivalent loads is also indicative
of interaction, since the single-load data analysis considered
only the primary load. Note the generally good agreement in
percent interaction content between the two independent measures.
Where the percent difference is small and the percent contribu-
tion is near 100, the interaction effects canceled one anothei,
and the single-load calibrations are accurate. The results of
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the interaction calibration data checks promote a high level
of confidence in the accuracy of the results of these tests.
The data of Table XI point out the need for consideration of
interaction effects in calibrations of this type.

Similar equivalent load values for the rotor blade strain
gages are presented in Table XII. Except for the blade tension
gage, there are surprisingly large differences between the
single-load and the combined-loads calibrations. These differ-
ences presently cannot be explained since, due to the increased
complexity of the blade calibration, the percent differences
of the calibrations could not be calculated. However, it can
readily be seen in the data that there are sizable interactions
in the outputs of the blade gages. This is because of the
ccmplexity of the blade cross section and the resultant lack
of definition of the elastic axes of the blade. As will be
noted later, this blade calibration was accurately performed
and should give accurate data when used in flight-test data
reduction. The combined-loads calibration coefficients will
give considerably different results from those obtained with
the single-load calibration.

Equivalent load values for the rotor blade radial tension
gages as determined by whirl tests and the static calibration
are shown in Figure 24. A comparison of the data obtained by
these different methods shows a maximum difference in equiva-
lent load values of 5 percent for both blades. As shown,
the static calibration data are obtained for relatively small
tension values as compared to that which can be achieved by
whirl testing. Since flat-pitch whirl testing causes only
small interaction loads in torsion and essentially no flap
bending, the whirl test equivalent loads are believed to be
the best calibration available, and these values were used in
the data analysis. It is unfortunate, b,.t not at all limiting,
that the available whirl test data for the two blades are not
exactly comparable. The forward blade data were obtained
during ground runs of the aircraft, whereas the aft blade data
were obtained on the whirl tower. In each case; the compar-
able data for the other blade were lost because of recording
system difficulties. The difference in environment and
instrumentation between the aircraft and the whirl tower is
negligible.

Except for the above comparisons, the primary calibrations are
of little interest. This is especially true for the routine
calibrations of the control components presented in Table XIII.
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x NOTES: II
1. RCAL RESISTOR WAS 10UKQ FOR ALL DATA.
2. SYMBOLS U , A, AND * INDICATE FORWARD BLADE DATA.

S 3. SYMBOLS [3 , 21 AND 0 INrTCATE AFT BLADE DATA.
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Figure 24. Comparison oZ Static and Whirl Test Calibrations
of Blade Tension Gages.
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The presentation of these data Rt this time is mainly to
provide unified reference documentation for the data reduction
input values. The equivalent load values given were inserted
in the Primary Load Calibration Prcgram (M-40) of the data
system as described in Volume III of this report. Since pres-
sure transducer sensitivity could be regulated by means of
adjustable resistors on the aircraft, no equivalent load values
are presented for these gages.

TABLE XIII
PRIMARY CALIBRATION COEFFICIENTS - CONTROL COMPONENTS

Gage Standardization Primary
Identification Resistance (KQ)Coefficient (lb)

Forward longitudinal cyclic trim
actuator 160 4550

Aft longitudinal cyclic trim
actuator 160 4817

Forward swivelling actuator load 160 2123
Aft swivelling actuator load 160 2078

Forward pivoting actuator load 160 2183
Aft pivoting actuator load 160 2051

Forward pitch link load 100 1529
Aft pitch link load 100 1504

INTERACTION MATRICES FOR ROTOR SHAFTS

Interaction matrices obtained for the two rotor shafts are
presented in Table XIV. The effect of various load combinations
on the magnitdes of the coefficients is also discussed. There
is essentially only one instrumented section on each rotor

shaft, so there is only one interaction matrix per shaft.

The rotor shaft in.. - etction* effects were shll-Lo "- ....in caibr-I-
tion to be iather sizable. For example, Figures 25 and 26
show, for the forward shaft 0-180 shear gage, the variations
in gage output which were possible due to various types of
loads and load combinations. Note that, with no applied shear
load, the uncorrected gage output indicates a shear of about
2000 pounds, dependent on the type of applied load. An inter-
action due to bending moment is also shown. By changing the
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NOTE: TEST INCLUDED A 12,000-POUND
TENSION INTERACTION LOAD.

2\ 12

02

3 ORTHOGONAL SHEAR
INTERACTION = 630 POUNDS

0

0 
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-4 \8

-5 .7
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GAGE READING - i IN./IN.

Figure 26. Interactions of 0,-180 Shear Gage Readings Due to
an Orthogonal Shear on the Forward Shaft.
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point of application of the shear load or the magnitude of the
bending moment at the gage location, a change in shear gage
output of 1.1 percent of Rcal,or 400 pounds indicated shear, is
experienced. Interaction effects are also shown in Figure 26,
demonstrating the change in the indicated shear as a result of
rotating the shaft in the fixture while holding the direction
and magnitude of the shear load fixed. The gz'ge reading for
point 4 of Figure 26 illustrates the interaction effects (an
indicated shear of 630 pounds) caused by the 500-pound shear
load applied perpendicular to the plane of the gages. These
data are presented as an indication of the interactions
posbible in the gage outputs. The method of data analysis
corrected for these variations and ensured that the coefficients
of each gage were suitable for converting strain-gage data to
measurements of isolated desired loads for any arbitrary load
condition.

It should be noted that the matrix given here for the forward
rotor shaft differs from that presented in reference 4. The
previously published matrix was in error, in that it did not
utilize the gage deflections from a no-load condition when
variable shear was applied in combination with a 12,000-pound
tension; it considered only the deflection which occurred due
to the variable shear load. The primary coefficients changed
very little (approximately 1 percent), whereas the off diag-
onal elements were changed significantly. The magnitudes of
the interaction coefficients of lift with the 0-degree and
90-degree shears were reduced by factors of 100 and 10,
respectively.

ROTOR BLADE INTERACTION MATRICES

Since the rotor blades were instrumented at 10 stations, there
are 10 interaction matrices for each rotor blade. These ma-
trices are presented in Table XV for the forward and aft instru-
mented blades. The coefficients of the matrices shown apply to
the gages available at the instrumented stations of interest.
All other coefficients are zero or unity. It is noted that the
correction for interactions due to loads for which no gage is
available requires an estirtaLed value of the interaction load.
This procedure is followed in the data system using extrapola-
tions of the data from adjacent blade stations to estimate the
interaction loads. See Volume III of this report for a discus-
sion of the Interaction Load Equivalents Program.

p
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TABLE XV
ROTOR BLADE INTERACTION COEFFICIENTS

Flap Chord Flap Chord
Bending Bending Torsion Shear Shear Tension

Forward Rotor Blade

Station 4G

Flap Bending 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 68.2 3.53 1.0 2640 63.4 0.717
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 1.48 0.742 -0.211 56.7 12.2 1.0

Station 89

Flap Bending 1.0 0.0346 0.0284 -74.1 -0.626 -0.285
Chord Bending -0.812 1.0 0.00153 0.542 -59.1 -0.0047
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 124

Flap Bending 1.0 0.128 0.0290 45.0 -0.860 -0.192
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tena sion 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 141

Flap Bending 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0.0468 0.0203 1.0 6.35 -0.00394 -0.241
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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TABLE XV - Continued

Flap Chord Flap Chord
Bending Bending Torsion Shear Shear Tension

Forward Rotor Blade

Station 159

Flap Bending 1.0 0.172 0.0689 11.5 -1.96 0.133
Chord Bending -0.874 1.0 0.592 -14.4 -17.5 -1.45
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 195

Flap Bending 1.0 0.309 0.0194 8.22 -24.6 0.234
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 231

Flap Bending 1.0 1.41 0.0158 -3.79 15.5 0.331
Chord Bending 0.0727 1.0 -0.0644 -4.60 119.0 0.124
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 267

Flap Bending 1.0 -0.919 -0.0203 -5.99 91.8 0.435
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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TABLE XV - Continued

Flap Chord Flap Chord

Bending Bending Torsion Shear Shear Tension

Forward Rotor Blade

Station 300

Flap Bending 1.0 -1.69 0.216 45.7 2.35 -0.133
Chord Bending -0.369 1.0 -0.155 2.29 54.1 -0.0131
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 339

Flap Bending 1.0 -1.05 0.046 15.8 16.8 -0.00603
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Aft Rotor Blade

Station 46

Flap Bending 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0

Torsion 54.2 89.1 1.0 2090. 1560 0.6974
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0

Tension 2.51 4.11 0.008941 97.2 71.7 1.c

Station 89

Flap Bending 1.0 -2.20 0.0312 -72.4 -0.924 -0.266
Chord Bending -2.28 1.0 0.00249 -1159 -59.1 -0.0268

Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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TABLE XV - Continued

Flap Chord Flap Chord
Bending Bending Torsion Shear Shear Tension

Aft Rotor Blade

Station 124

Flap Bending 1.0 0.202 0.00113 22.7 -0.0454 0.0695
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 141

Flap Bending 1.0 0 0 0 0 0
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0.0330 0.00883 1.0 1.13 0.03770 -0.0812
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 159

Flap Bending 1.0 0.1057 -0.109 74.9 -5.67 -0.452
Chord Bending 38.1 1.0 -0.476 231.0 -17.6 -3.26
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 195

Flap Bending 1.0 1.58 -0.356 31.4 -226.0 -0.485
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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TABLE XV - Continued

Flap Chord Flap Chord
Bending Bending Torsion Shear Shear Tension

Aft Rotor Blade

Station 231

Flap Bending 1.0 -2.470 0.125 11.3 21.8 0.400
Chord Bending 0.05778 1.0 -0.0809 -2.65 121.0 0.161
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 267

Flap Bending 1.0 1.30 0.149 2.86 -100.0 0.106
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 300

Flap Bending 1.0 -2.13 0.252 49.6 1.80 -0.200
Chord Bending -0.5837 1.0 -0.168 1.29 54.4 0.00991
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0

Station 339

Flap Bending 1.0 -1.09 0.0776 15.7 17.4 -0.00582
Chord Bending 0 1.0 0 0 0 0
Torsion 0 0 1.0 0 0 0
Flap Shear 0 0 0 1.0 0 0
Chord Shear 0 0 0 0 1.0 0
Tension 0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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When considering the blade interaction data, it should be noted
that, due to the elasticity of the blade and the freedoms of
motion of the blade in the test rig whenever any load is
applied to the blade, all forces and moments are likely to
change. For example, there is a very large change in flapwise
bending of the blade from tension since the blade is initially
deflected by gravity. This effect is not an interaction, since
it is the actual bending moment which is changing. Interac-
tions cause a change in gage output without a change in the
primary load.

The flap bending moment calibration data for blade station 231
are shown in Figure 27 to illustrate the interactions which
were evaluated. It can be seen in these data that a chord-
wise loading causes a significant interaction in flap bending
at this station. Tension and torsion are shown to cause almost
no interaction. Similarly, as shown in Figure 28, there is a
significant interaction of flapwise loads in the chordwise
bending gage output. These interactions are understandable
since the locations of the elastic axes of the blades are not
well-defined. The gage installations were based on the elastic
axes which were calculated, neglecting the fairing box struc-
tural contributions.

TEMPERATURE AND ACCELERATION INTERACTIONS ON PRESSURE
TRANSDUCERS

Coefficients to correct for temperature-induced zero shifts and
sensitivity changes in the differential-pressure transducers
are given in Table XVI. Considering the maximum values of
correction coefficients (as noted by an asterisk in the table)
for each type of transducer, the temperature corrections re-
quired range from 4.3 to 5.5 percent for zero shift, and from
2.2 to 2.5 percent for sensitivity changes, if the temperature
change is as large as 500 F. Note that in each case the maximum
values are considered and that the majority of the coefficients
are much less than the maximum. An evaluation of the effect of
this error on the final data results is included in Volume I of
this report. Similar data were also obtained for the absolut.-
pressure transducers. The data were used to select pairs of
transducers for measuring differential pressures over the spar
area of the blades. The temperature sensitivity of the pair of
transducers is not the simple algebraic difference in the sensi-
tivity of each transducer but must be determined by test.
Results of these tests are described in Volume IV of this
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report. Since the temperature sensitivity data on the absolute.
pressure transducers were not used in the data analysis, they
are not included here.

TABLE XVI
TEMPERATURE CORRECTION COEFFICIENTS - ROTOR BLADE

DIFFERENTIAL-PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

Correction Coefficients

Transducer Zero Shift Sensitivity Changes
Serial No. (% Full Scale/OF) (% Full Scale/0 F)

E-3 0.027 0.051*
E-4 0.022 0.017
E-5 0.019 0.041
E-6 0.034 0.019
E-7 0.104 0.036
E-8 0.073 0.028
E-9 0.049 0.015
E-11 0.047 0.021
E-12 0.044 0.036
E-13 0.023 0.027
E-14 0.067 0.022
E-15 0.055 0.033
E-16 0.104 0.049
E-19 0.105 0.025
E-21 0.075 0.029
E-22 0.043 0.027
E-23 0.093 0.017
E-24 0.057 0.021
E-26 0.109 0.030
E-27 0.020 0.017
E-28 0.052 0.011
E-29 0.112* 0.037
E-32 0.029 0.037
E-34 0.068 0.034
E-36 0.031 0.024
E-37 0.049 0.003
E-39 u.016 0.047
E-40 0.030 0.048
E-41 0.033 0.014
E-42 0.066 0.015
E-43 0.019 0.023
E-44 0.031 0.042
E-45 0.084 0.046
F-1 0.065 0.052*
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TABLE XVI- Continued

Correction Coefficients
Transducer Zero Shift Sensitivity Changes
Serial No. (% Full Scale/OF) (% Full Scale/OF

F-2 0.038 0.036
F-5 0.086 0.034
F-7 0.066 0.030
F-8 0.088* 0.023
F-9 0.077 0.049
F-10 0.046 0.032
F-11 0.038 0.020
F-12 0.050 0.039
F-13 0.063 0.020
F-14 0.007 0.029
F-15 0.017 0.031
F-17 0.041 0.014
F-18 0.057 0.012
F-19 0.027 0.028
F-21 0.048 0.026
F-23 0.030 0.017
G-1 0.064 0.040
G-2 0.022 0.044*
G-3 0.050 0.024
G-4- 0.039 0.025
G-5 0.065 0.021
G-6 0.018 0.019
G-7 0.050 0.025
G-8 0.011 0.019
G-9 0.082 0.022
G-10 0.032 0.026
G-11 0.056 0.025
G-12 0.010 0.026
G-13 0.086* 0.029
G-14 0.016 0.022
G-15 0.083 0.026

L'6 %J • , V Q.LUo a a , a obtained for each L.ansducex
sensitivity range.

Sensitivity to acceleration for a typical pressure transducer
is shown in Figure 29. Note that for frequencies to 100 cycles
per second and acceleration to 70 g the maximum measured
transducer output was less than one-half of 1 percent of the
transducer full-scale range. For the transducer tested, a
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NOTE: PRESSURE TRANSDUCER TESTED
WAS 5 TO 20 PSI RANGE.
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Figure 29. Typical Test Data Obtained from Normal Acceleration
'icst of a Pressure Transducer.
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5 to 20 psi type, the measured output would be equivalent to
0.06 psi. This effect is negligible.

DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF ACCELEROMETERS

Figures 30 and 31 summarize the frequency response and output
signal phase lag of the fuselage accelerometers. The standard
response is the midpoint of the range of measurements obtained
for all accelerometers and was used in data analysis. The
results for all accelerometers fell within the maximum and
minimum allowable deviations shown in the figures. The allow-
able deviation was approximately 5 percent in each case for
the range of frequencies of interest.

ROTOR BLADE DYNAMIC RESPONSE

The most pertinent blade shake test data are summarized in
Figure 32. This figure shows the relationship between the
shaker motion and the resultant amplitude of the response as a
function of shaker frequency. Tests at various input force
levels showed that the resonant frequency was essentially inde-
pendent of the force level within the expected accuracy of the
test. Also shown in the figure are calculated frequencies of
the tested blade and the noninstrumented blade as balanced to
the airloads-instuumented blade.

Figure 33 shows the calculated mode shapes of the instrumented
blade together with experimentally determined node points.
The mode shapes were calculated using a coupled flap-torsion
analysis and the physical properties of the airloads-instru-
mented blade from Tables II and III. The test data show
generally good agreement with the calculated values.

ROTOR BLADE TRACKING DATA

Tracking data for the forward and aft sets of blades are given
in Figures 34 and 35. The difference in blade tip height was
measured optically for each set ot blades using the instrument-
ed blade tip height as the zero reference. The data are all
within the tolerance which is considered acceptable for instru-
mented blades. These data are presented for reference purposes
to support future analyses of rotor vibratory loads.
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NOTES: 1. MODE SHAPES WERE CALCULATED
WITH COUPLED FLAP-TORSION ANALYSIS
USING PHYSICAL PROPERTIES FROM TABLES
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NOTES: 1. ALL TRACKING DATA OBTAINED

WITH BLADES IN FLAT PITCH
(20 AT r/R = 0.75).

2. DOTTED LINES INDICATE DATA

OBTAINED AFTER PITCH LINK
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Figure 34. Forward Rotor Tracking Data.
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NOTES: 1. ALL TRACKING DATA OBTAIED

WITH BLADES IN FLAT PITCH

(20 AT r/R = 0.75).
2. NO PITCH LINK ADJUSTMENTS
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EVALUATION

The results which require an evaluation in this report are
the calibration data. Such an evaluation generally consists
of the determination of the uncertainties due to hysteresis
and deviation. For this program,which emphasized the blade
pressure measuzements, the pressure transducers were cali-
brazed three times. A comparison of the results shows poor
repeatability and indicates that in situ calibrations of
these units are necessary to achieve accurate results. The
other data presented in this report require no further
evaluation as the following conclusions were obtained:

1. Accelerometer and rotor blade dynamic response
data are within a reasonable tolerance of the
expected results.

2. Pressure transducer interactions due to accelera-
tion are shown to be negligibly small.

3. Temperature corrections for the pressure trans-
ducers are within the specifications and were
substantiated in ground testing of the instrumented
helicopter.

4. Rotor blade tracking data are within the tolerance
known to give satisfactory performance.

QUALITY OF CALIBRATION

The uncertainty of single-load calibrations is shown by the
maximum deviation of the test data from calibration relation,
and by one-half of the maximum hysteresis (as defined in this
report) with consideration of the load application and the
recording system accuracies. Combined-loads calibrations
are generally combinations of several calibrations inclucing
the single-load, and therefore a statistical zveraging of
errors is provided by the correlation coefficient calculation.
These measures of calibration quality are discussed in sub-
sequent sections. The errors in the load applications and
recording experienced in this program caused significantly
less than 1-percent uncertainty in the calibrations, and
therefore these errors will not be considered further.
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Hysteresis and Deviation of Single-Load Calibrations

A summary of -he hysteresis and deviation data which were
obtained is shown in Figure 36. In the majority of cases,
these data show that the calibrations had approximatei.;
1-percent uncertainty (root sum of squares). The largest
values of hysteresis and deviation are shown by the blade
chordwise gages and are believed to be from hysteresis of
the adhesive and fiber glass structure of the blade. Initial
test apparatus problems due to joint friction are considered
to be a source of some uncertainty. Note in the data of
Figuze 36 that the forward blade (which was calibrated second)
generally showed less error than the aft blade. Figure 37
was prepared, illustrating these relatively poor data, to
show the consistency which was obtained. This graph is also
a good illustration of the fact that the uncertainty is
one-half the value of the hysteresis as presently defined.

It should be noted that, of the data shown in Figure 36, only
the data for the control components are directly applicable
to the estimation of data accuracy. The blade and shaft
data uncertainty is better evaluated by means of the correla-
tion determination. Pressure transducer errors were eliminated
by means of an in situ calibration.

Repeatability of Pressure Transducer Calibration

An increase in accuracy of pressure transducer measurements
was obtained through the in situ calibration of the trans-
ducers, which is described in Volume I of this report. Figure
38 shows the differences obtained between the manufacturer's
quoted sensitivities as determined in a laboratory calibration
of each transducer, as well as the differences in the labora-
tory calibration and the in situ calibrations. The data show
these transducers to be highly sensitive to the recording
equipment with which they are used; the necessity of an in
situ calibration is thus indicated. Had the transducers been
used either with the manufacturer's data or with the labor-
dtory calib1taton data, errors of the magnit Ude iLndAicated i1 n
Figure 38 would have occurred in the final data results.

Correlation of Rotor Shaft Calibration

Further evidence of the quality of the shaft calibration data
is the value of the interaction loading correlation coeffi-
cients sutroiarized in Table XVII. This coefficient, which was
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defined in the calibration data analysis section, is a measure
of the overall error of the data fit. The correlation coeffi-
cient varies inversely with the error; a correlation coeffi-
cient of 1.00 indicates zero error.

As shown in Table XVII, the smallest correlation coefficient
obtained in the rotor shaft calibrations was 0.99947 which,
as shown in Figure 22, is equivalent to a statistically
averaged error of 1.5 percent. The correlation coefficients
that were generally obtained were greater than 0.9999,
indicating an error of less than 0.5 percent.

TABLE XVII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF ROTOR SHAFT COMBINED-

LOADS CALIBRATION

Primary Load Correlation Coefficient

Forward Shaft

0 - 180 Shear 0.99952
90 - 270 Shear 0.99943

Lift 0.99616
9 - 180 Moment 0.99980
90 - 270 Moment 0.99991

Torque 1.00000

Aft Shaft

0 - 180 Shear 0.99924
90 - 270 Shear 0.99978

Lift 0.99947
0 - 180 Moment 0.99986

90 - 270 Moment 0.99996
Torque 1.00000

A relatively poor correlation was obtained on the data for
the forward shaft lift gage. These data were studied to
determine the so :ce of the error with the expectation
that a mistake • .uld be uncovered. It was found that the
error is due to a nonlinear interaction of shear with lift.
This type of int.eraction could result from a small misalign-
ment in positioniq the strain gages which measure lift.
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Since a nonlinear interaction coefficient would have caused
considerable data reduction complexity, and since the contri-
bution of this interaction was small, no further effort was
made to correct for this effect. There was no evidence of
this interaction in the aft shaft data.

A further check of the interaction coefficients was provided
by using the calibration matrix and the strain-gage readings
obtained during each calibration and by calculating the load
values which were apparently present to produce the gage
readings. This exercise was performed for all loading con-
ditions tested, and the calculated loads were compared to the
loads measured during the calibration. Results of the compari-
son were within the error appropriate for the correlation
shown in Table XVII.

Correlation of Rotor Blade Calibration

The accurate isolation of the interaction effects in the rotor
blade strain-gage instrumentation was considerably more
difficult than for the rotor shafts. In particular, the
consistency of the zero reference for the calibration was not
as good and is much more difficult to check. This effect
is illustrated in Figure 27 by the apparently arbitrary
starting points of each of the separate loading conditions.
Relatively small shifts of these starting points cause a
significant statistical error, since a considerable number of
data points result from each loading condition. However, the
correlation coefficients for the rotor blades shown in Table
XVIII indicate acceptable accuracy of the calibration and
also show that an improvement in the results will be obtained
by using the interaction coefficients.

TABLE XVIII
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF ROTOR BLADE COMBINED-

LOADS CALIBRATION

Blade Correlation
Station Primary Load Coefficient

Forward Blade

46 Torsion 0.93599
46 Tension 0.99838
89 Flap bending 0.99998
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TABLE XVIII - Continued

Blade Correlation
Station Primary Load Coefficient

89 Chord bending 1.00000
124 Flap bending 0.99447
141 Torsion 0.91215
159 Flap bending 0.98535
159 Chord bending 0.98695
195 Flap bending 0.98805
231 Flap bending 0.99354
231 Chord bending 0.99997
267 Flap bending 0.99526
300 Flap bending 0.99976
300 Chord bending 1.00000
339 Flap bending 1.00000

Aft Blade

46 Torsion 0.96009
46 Tension 0.99878
89 Flap bending 0.99997
89 Chord bending 1.00000
124 Flap bending 0.99690
141 Torsion 0.95226
159 Flap bending 0.95317
159 Chord bending 0.97721
195 Flap bending 0.96941
231 Flap bending 0.99267
231 Chord bending 0.99996
267 Flap bending 0.99747
300 Flap bending 0.99987
300 Chord bending 1.00000
339 Flap bending 0.99999
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APPENDIX I

ANALYSIS OF AN ELASTIC STRUCTURE UNDER PREDOMINANTLY
AXIAL LOAD FOR COMBIb D-LOADS CALIBRATION OF

INSTRUMENTATION FOR MEASURING BENDING AND TORSION

The purpose of this computar program is to correlate readings
of strain gages, mounted on a rotor blade, with applied static
loads.

To accomplish this task, a static deflection test was performed
on both the forward and aft blades. The computer program was
written specifically for this test to determine the theoretical
bending moments, shears, tension, and torsion at each of the
instrumented blade stations. The theory and static tests con-
sidered combined-loads effects so that their interactions could
be evaluated. This was necessary since deflections of the
blade caused changes in applied loads. Several interaction
equations were required to include this effect of interactions.
The interaction equations relating these loads and deflections
are given in equations (13) through (39).

To compute the deflections of the blade, three differential
equations are required (equations (40), (41), and (42)). These
are solved by an iteration procedure which is continued until
the desired degree of accuracy is obtained.

This program ultimately yields the blade deflections, shears,
bending moments, and resultant loads acting on the blade at
several stations along the length of the blade. The assump-
tions made in this program are:

(1) small deflections
(2) small initial twist.

The test setup is shown in schematic form in Figures 39 and 40.
The coordinates used in the derivation of the equations are
shown in Figure 41. Figures 42 and 43 show the details of the
lood applications and the geometry involved.

SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS

The symbols and definitions that were used in this analysis
are defined as follows:

AEj Axial stiffness
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a, Distance from hub centerline to tip support
along x axis

a2  Distance from hub centerline to flap hinge
pin along x axis

a3  Distance from hub centerline to pitch link

along x axis

a4  Weight of torque load applied at leading edge

a5  Weight of torque load applied at trailing edge

ab Distance from hub centerline tc torque load
along x axis

a7  Distance from hub centerline to flap load
along x axis

a8  Distance from hub centerline to chord load
along x axis

a9  Distance from hub centerline to lag hinge pin
along x axis

a,, Distance from centerline of blade clamp pivot
to top of torque load pLlley

a,2  Torque load pulley diameter divided by 2

a(x),b(x), Coefficients in system of differential equa-
c(x),d(x), tions at station x
F(x),g(x),

B2 (xj ) Section coefficient at xi

E Young's Modulus

Bending stiffness at xj about major principle
axis

E12, j  Bending stiffness at xj about minor principle
axis

e.a. Elastic axis

GJ. Torsional stiffness at xj

i Index denoting ith iteration

j,j+l Indices denoting jth, j+lst radial station
(with coordinates xj and xj+l respectively)
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K Spring constant of tip support cable

k Index denoting kth chordwise station, having
a range of values -m, -m+l, ...0, ...p-l,p

k) Polar radius of gyration at xj

£ Number of last iteration

Mix (X) Pseudo torque at station x in ith iteration

Miy(x) Pseudo bending moment about y-axis at station
x in ith iteration

Miz(x) Pseudo bending moment about z axis at stationx in ith iteration

Prime Derivative, with respect to x

Q Torque tending to twist blade mounting

R Rotor radius

T Tension weight (WA)

T Tension in tip support cable

t(n),t(nk) Thickness of blade at n, nx

u! Distance from elastic axis to leading edge
cable attachment for torque load measured
horizontally with no deflection

u2 Distance from elastic axis to trailing edge
cable attachment for torque load measured
horizontally with no deflection

u3  Vertical distance from elastic axis to flap
load cable attachment

u4  Distance from center of chord load pulley to
cable attachment

u 5  Horizontal distance from elastic axis to
chord load cable attachment with no deflec-
tion

u6  Horizontal distance from tension pulley
center to tip cable attachment

v Deflection of load attachment points in y
direction

WA Tension weight
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WB Tip ballast weight

WC Chord load

WF Flap load

w Deflection of load attachment points in z
direction

x Axis fixed in Tnertial space, in direction of
undeflected b.ade elastic axis

xo1 x 1 ...Xn Distances from rotor hub such that Xo=0,
xn=al points at which output desired, defining
intervals of iteration for differential equa-
tion

y Axis fixed in inertial space perpendicular to
x axis in chord direction, positive toward
leading edge

z Axis fixed in inertial space perpendicular to
x and y axes

ZOTS Vertical distance from elastic axis to tip
support cable fixture

Zero deflection twist ontle, positive for
leading edge up

Derivative of twist angle = constant

Oj Blade undeflected twist at x., positive for
leading edge up; measured between
principal axis and horizontal

100C Approximate percentage of unaccounted-for
deflection

Coordinate along principal axis from
elastic axis, positive toward leading edge
and negative toward trailing edge; also,
dummy variable of integration

nm Coordinate of trailing edge

,p Coordinrte of leading edge

Twist deflection due to torsion and torsion
interaction loads

Twist deflection due to rigid body motions
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The input data requirements for this computer program were as

follows:

AE, ..... AEn a12  u5

al E u6

1,1,EI ...EI W A

a 3  EI21 11 EI 2F ...EI2 ,n WC

a4  GJ,...GJn WF

as  K X0 ,Xl,...Xu

a6  t(ILm) ... t( p) ZOTS

a7  u1  8'

a8 u
a , u 2  Bi t, .-. n

a9  u3  e

a11  u4  n-m'T)m+1'" .....p

The computer output data which resulted from this program
were as follows:

Number of iterations needed to be within error
limit requirement

Mox(xj) Bending about x-axis at xj without considering
blade deflection

MIxj) Bending about x-axis at xj considering blade
deflection

M--y(x) Bending moment about y-axis at xj without
considering blade deflection

Mxy(Xi) Bending moment about y-a.:is at xj considering
blade deflection

Mz(X )  Bending moment about z-axis at xj without
considering blade deflection

M~Z(xj) Bending moment about z-axis at xj considering
blade deflection
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T ox(Xj),Tzx(% j ) Torque loading at xj without and with

Oconsideration of blade deflections,

respectively

Voy(Xj),Vzy(Xj )  Shears in the y-direction with-
out and with consideration of blade
deflections, respectively

Vo.,(X),Vzz(xj) Shears in the z-direction with-
out and with consideration of blade
deflections, respectively

INTERACT] ON EQUATIONS

1. Torque loads and their interaction effects (excluding
bending moments)

In a deflected position the blade loads due to torsion
are:

Torque = a u1 + a5u2 , (13)

Flap shear = a4 - a5 , (14)

Chord shear = -a4 v(a6 ) (15)al, - a 12

2. Flap shear loads and their interaction effects (excluding
bending moments)

In a deflected position the blade loads due to flap shear
loading are:

Flap shear = -WF , (16)

Blade torque = -WFU 34(a7) , (17)

Torque reaction at blade mounting =

-WF[U 3 0(a 7 ) + v(a 7 )] * (18)

3. Tip ballast and tip support loads and their interaction
effects (excluding bending moments)
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In a deflected position the blade loads due to these blade

tip forces are:

Flap shear = T - WB , (19)

- Tv(a )
Chord shear = (20)

ZOTS

4. Chord loads and their interaction effects (excluding
bending moments)

In a deflected position the blade loads due to chord
loading are:

Flap shear - C[w(a 8 ) - uselas) , (21)

Chord shear =-W c  (22)

uTorque WC w[w (a )-u (a,)] *(23)

U48 58

5. Tension loads and their interaction effects (excluding
bending moments)

In a deflected position the blade loads due to tension
are:

Flap shear = - - w(a1 ) , (24)
u6

Chord shear WA v(al), t25)
u6

Torsion acting on blade =

Tw'[v - (-x + a, + uO) v(a l )  (26)
u6

Bending moments caused by these various loads will now be

determined. Consider first the bending moments about the
y axis (see Figure 43A). The deflection at the blade tip,
with y direction, is first required. It is
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w(a 1 ) = - I, ( (a 5 -a 4,)(a 6 -a) + WF1 a 7 -a 3)
(al-a3) K+u6 )

+ C[w(as) - uSl(as)] (a 8 - a 3 ) (27)
u4

The bending moment about the y axis is

My(X) = (-K + A)w(al)(a 1 - x)

+ w Fla - (-x + a, + u) W (a l l,

WAL u6  u 6

a6 < x < a1 • (28)

M(X) = (-K + Aw(al)(a - x) + (a - a 4 )(a 6 - x)
u6 1 - a+U (a

+ WAW - (-x + a 6 + u6l)', a7 < x < a6 • (29)
U6

My(x) = (-K + WA)w(al)(a 1 - x) + (a 5 - a 4 )(a 6 - x)
U6

lw w(al)

-WF(a7 - x) + WA[w - (-x + a1 + u 6 )u6,

a8 < x < a 7  (30)

M(x) = (-K + j)w(al)(a1 - x) + (a3 - a) (a 6 - x)

- WF(a 7 - x) - W C[w(a) - u 5 (as)](a 8 - x)

U4L5) 8 x

+ WIA[w (-x + a1 + U6 ) ( a l )  x a (31)
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The bending moment distribution along the blade about, the z
axis is as follows:

Mz (x) = - T + !A v(al)(a - x)

Z (ZOTS U6 )/ 1

+ WAIV - (-x + a, + v 6 )-v ( a )  a6  x < a . (32)

--u-- (--+--J' a8 <_ x <a I . (32)T WA\ a4v(a6 )
Mz(X) = T + v(a I) (a1 - x) (a6 - x)ZOTS u6) al I a12

+WV-(-x + a, + vO)V(al), a 8 <x < a. • (33)

MzX W - T + !A v(al)(al - x) -a4v(a6) (a OS 6)al-a12 6 - X)

- Wc(a 8 - x) + WA - (-x + a, + v 6 ) v(a )

alo x a8 " (34)

The torsion loads acting on the blade along its length are

Mx(x) = Tw' + (x - a1 - u 6 )1 a6 < x < a, (35)

Mx(X) = I v + (x - a, - u 6 )v(a l )] + a~uI + a5u 2 1

a 7  X < a 6 . (36)

Mx(x) = Tw' + (x - a - u6 ) l) + a 4 u1 + a 5u 2

-WFU 3 (a?), a 8 5 x < a 7  (37)
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v(al)
M (x) Tw' + (x - al - u6) -  + au +

WFU 3 7(a7) + 5WCw(a.) - u54 (a,)],
U9

a9 + a3 < x < a8 . (38)

2

The torque reaction at the blade mounting is

Q L Wc [w(a8) - U@(a8)] - WF[U34(a7) + v(a2 )]

R
+ a4u 1 + a5u2 - f v(x)M(x)dx. (39)

a9+a 3

2

The coupled differential equations which must be solved to
determine the deflection of the blade elastic axis are

a(x)wi" + b(x)vi" - c(x) i ' - WAWi

W-(-x + al + u6)wi 1 (aI) + M iy(x), (40)
U6  l

b(x)wi" + d(x)v i" + fx) i - WAVi

WAI + (a ) + M x) (41)

c(x)wi" + f(x)vi" + g(x) i'

WAwi i + (x - a1 - u6 )vi
- (al)1 = -Mix (x), (42)

Iu 6  j
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where xo = 0 :1 x _< xn; the boundary conditions are

wi(a 2 ) = 0' (43)

wi(a = _ 1 (a 5 - a4) (a I - a3) +(ai a )(aI)

6

WF(a 7 - a 3) + 8  3

(44)

vi(a 9) = 0, (45)

v i (a1 0 ) = 0, (46)

i(a3) = 0, (47)

for which the initial values are

wi(O) = wi ' (0) = vi(C) = v i '(O) = i() 0. (48)

The coefficients occurring above in equations (40) through
(42) are defined as follows:

~a(xj+ 1 ) - a(x 1 )
a(x) = - xj (x - xj) + a(xj)xj+ 1 x

for xj < x < x.,,, j 1, ... , n - i, (49)

where a(xj) =EII, j + 8j2EI2 ,j, j = 1, ... , n - 1; (50)

and a(xO ) = a(x1 ) , (51)
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a (xn) a ( (52)

bW b (xj+ i) - b (xi) (x - xj) + b(xj)
x.~ - x

for xj x < j =1, .. n -1,(53)

where b(xi) = OjEI2,ji i = . .~n -1;(54)

and b(x0 ) = b(xl) , (55)

b(xn) =b(xn-1 ) , (56)

c~)=c(xj+ 1 ) - C(xj) Ix-x)+cx)C() x.~ - x. xJ + J~i

for xj <~ x < xj, j ,.. n - ,(57)

where c(xj) E$ E 2(xj)ej ' (58)

where a 2(x,) 3 f t (n) n.)2 + [t rl k 2j dl,
n- 12 -

x> a10, (59)

where B2 (Xj) = 0 xj < a1 0 , (60)

El 1  + EI,.i
where k = -- 'Aj(61)

t ~ nk~l -=t (62)
t~n) "k+1" -k' 1) ~k
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for nk < n < nk+ 1

k = -m, ... , p - 1.

The integral equation (59) is to be approximated using Simpson's
Rule and the points n-m, ..,n P.

d'x) = d(x.+ I ) - d(xj) (x xj) + d(x

xj+l - xj )

for xj < x _ < xj+I , j , ... n - 1 (63)

where d(xj) = EI 2 , j , I = 1, ... n - 1 ; (64)

and d(xO ) = d(xi) , (65)

d(xn ) = d(xn-1 ), (66)

= f(x +I) - f(xj)

f(x) + (x - xj) + f(xj)X j+1 - Xj

for xj _ x < j = i, ... , n - 1, (67)

where f(xj) = E82(xj)8' j = 1, n- 1; (68)

and f(x o ) = f(x 1 ), (69)

f(x n ) = f(xn_1 ), (70)

g(x) g(xj+ 1 ) - (x - xi) +
XJ+ I - X - (X g(x)

for xj .xjXj+l, j = 1, *, n -1, (71)
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where g(xj) = GJj, j = 1, ... , n- 1 ; (72)

and g(x O ) = g(x i ) , (73)

g(x n-1) = g(Xn), (74)

Miy(X) = [(-K + A) wi_l (a 1 ) (a1 - x) + (a 5 - a ) (a 6 - x) -

WF(a- x) - !L (a ( ( u aa - x,7i- i-1 8 '

a3 < x < a1 , (75)

Miy(x) = 0 , 0 - x < a, , (76)

where (a6  - x), (a7  - x), and (a 8  - x) are to be

set equal to zero if they are negative.

Mix(x) = (au)(ul) + (a 5 ) (u 2 ), a 7 < x < a 6 , (77)

Mix(x) = (a4 ) (Ul) + (a5 ) (u2) - WFU 3 @il(a 7 )r

a 8 < x < a 7 , (78)

M (x) = (a ) (u ) + (a 5 ) (u 2 ) - WFU 3 i_,(aT) +

-u- Wc[Wilc'8 ) - U5 i 1 a 8 )],

a ,5  + a 3  < a ' 9
2 x <a 8 , 79)
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Mix) = 0, 0 < x < a 3ix - 2 (80)

Mi.Ix = _"Ti-i WAv-i

\ZOTS W6 +L ..(a,) (a, - x) -

a4vi-1 (a6 )
(all - a 2 ) (a6 - x) - Wc(a 8 -

a9 < x < a1 , (81)

Miz (X) = 0, 0 < x<a 9 , (82)

where (a6 - x), (a8 - x), (alo - x) are to be set equal
to zero if they are negative.

Where TI Wa + LA wa(aa- -- a3++
U 6 a1 a 3WF-a - a3+We..( 1  (aa5  - I -a 3

a( u-i a8  a3

WFkaU 83C a~ a8) 1  a3)

(83)

where Wo(a8) = 0 (as) = Wo(a1) = V0 (a,)

= (a7 ) = (a6 ) = 0, (84)

repeat for i = 2, 3 .....

until
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rr
j IL i~iXi- (x) +w(x)-w. (x)+Iv(x )-v. 1(j ) I

(85)

This procedure will repeat itself until the quotient of
equation (85) is less than e. The value of i will generally
be less than 10 for a reasonable value of c.

When this condition is satisfied, the following computations
are performed:

My(xj) = Mi+l1 (xj) + WA[wi(xj) -(-xj + a, + U6 )i(16

(86)

Ri (xi) = Mi+liz(xi) + WAIv i(xj) - xj + a, - u6). vi6a1

(87)

Mix, (x j) = Miq+ix(xj) + Wewi (xi) Ivi x i) +

(xi a, - Vi(ad) (88)

for i= 0, i=2 j=l1, ... , n.

Finally, using the results of equations (86), (87), and
(88), an n-i orderpolynomial approximation (least squares)
will be fitted to Mjii RIZ Mix at the points x,. n
They are of the form
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n-i
Miy (x) = amyiX (89)

m=0

n'-I m

iz amziX, i - 0,9, (90)
m=0

n-i
M. (x) = a xm, i = 0,£. (91)

ix rm=0 mxi

Using these equations, we can now take their first deriva-

tives with respect to x to determine the following:

n-i M-1

Txi (xj) = - manx x j = 1, ... n, i = 0,,

(92)

n-i m-i
vyi(x)= -I mai j=i, ... n, i=0,Z,

m=l mzij

(93)

n-i m-i
vzi(Xj) = - m j = 1, ... n, i=0,.

m=l
(94)

The results of equations (89) through (94) are printed out
by the computer.
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APPENDIX II
MULTIPARAMETER LEAST-SQUARES-CURVE FITTING ANALSIS

The analysis used for preparing the calibration data presented
in this report is a least-squares routine which can treat
problems which are defined by numerous parameters. Character-
istically in structural calibrations the problem is defined by
consideration of three orthogonal forces (two shears, one ten-
sion) and three )rthogonal moments (torsion or torque and two
bending moments:. This analysis was pzepared so that these
six parameters, the six squares of these parameters, and a
constant term could be included. The limitation on the number
of parameters used is the capacity of the available computer
to perform the matrix arithmetic.

A general relationship of k times p variables in terms of
others can be written in matrix form as

[Zkp] = [akn] [gnp] (95)

A particular element of the [Zkp] matrix is determined by the
stu

Zkp = akn gnp" (96)

If the coefficients, ak n, which determine this relationshi.p
are unknown, but enough data (values of Z and the correspond-
ing gn ) are available, the method of leas squares can be
applieg to determine these coefficients. This method detei-
mines akn such that the squares of the differences between
the left and right sides of equation (96) are at the minimum
value. The square of their difference is formed, and the
partial derivative is determined with respect to each coeffi-
cient akn. Hence, we have

(Z - a g )2 0, (97)

aaym kp nkn gnp

where i and m represent a particular an (i.e., k=9, n=m).

Reverting back to matrix form, we have

a (Z -Z a g )2] 0. (98)

3ai kp n kn np



Therefore, taking the derivative yields

2(Z a n) (-gmp)] =
ii?2(Zp n aZn n

or
- n a g ) (gmP) ]  = 0. (99)

Expanding equation (99) for clarity, and to illustrate the
form of the matrices, let k = Z = 1 and n = m = 2. Thusfor

aalm aa12 , we have

(Zll-(a1 1 g1 1 +a 1 2g 2 1 +. .+alngnl) )g 2 1 +. .+

0 +..+

0+..+

(Zl - (allglp+al 2g2 p+ " "+alngnl) )g 2p = 0,

0

0

or

((Z11- (a lngnl))g 2 1... (Zlp- (a ngnp))g 2 p] = 0

or

=0 (100)

If all the values of m, 1...n, are introduced,we have

[zll-Zn alngnl..Zp-zn alngnp] [gpn ] = 0 (101)
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where gpn is the transposition of gnp" The summation i, e¢rua-

tion (101) can also be written in matrix form as
E a = [a 1 [g ] . (102)

n nn in np

All the matrix elements also involve differences between Zip
values and this summation; they can therefore be written aq
the difference of two matrices,using equation (102):

I[Zip] - [aln] [gnp1] [pn] = 0 . (103)

If all the values of , ..k, are now included we have

[[Zkpl - [akn] [gnp ] [gpn] = 0. (104)

This can now be solved for [akn ] as

[akn ]  (Zkp] [gnp]T [gnp] [gnp] (105)

where
T = transpose, - -l = inverse.

In using this analysis for calibrations, the Zkp ar' he applied
loads and the gn, are the gage readings. E .'h subscript k
represents one of six type loads (two bending moments, torsion,
two shears, and tension), whereas each of the subscripts n
represents one of six type gages corresponding to each of the
six type loads. The remaining subscript p represents a par-
ticular test loading for which six values of Zkp (which may
include zero values) are applied, and six values of gnp are
thereby determined. The number of tests performed, p, must be
equal to or greater than n for a solution to exist. In general
p is much larger than n. A larger number of tests performed
will result in a more accurate deterin-tion of the calibra-
tion coefficients akn, since errors will tend to cancel.
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